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1. Introduction 
 

With the program WNBIOSTool the setup variables of the NVRAM under the operating 

system Windows and Linux can be changed. WNBIOSTool offers the possibility to 

change the setup settings, such as they are displayed in the Setup Menu, in script mode. 

Furthermore, the tool allows transmitting BIOS / UEFI settings from a source system to 

other identical systems (target systems) and changing user variables.  

WNBIOSTool is executed exclusively in the console. It has no graphical user interface. 

The input and output are done via the command line. 

In the following the possibility to change the setup variables of the NVRAM and copying 

the password are presented and described. Please make sure to use the command 

correctly. The commands are only executed with administrator rights. 

 

2. General Information 
2.1 Systems Requirements 

 

Using the tool is only possible with administrator rights. If these are missing, the tool will 

display an error message. 

When transferring a complete BIOS / UEFI setup file, the source and target system must 

have the same BIOS / UEFI – therefore the same version - and identical system 

configurations, such as motherboard, CPU, Mass Storage, RAM (total amount of GB) and 

type / number of PCI cards.  

Changing parameters are applicable only when the BIOS / UEFI is not password 

protected. Otherwise, every change of the BIOS / UEFI setup will be denied.  

Although the BIOS / UEFI is password protected, the NVRAM, User Space and User 

Variables can be changed anyway, because these areas are non-setup information.  

 

The parameters supported by the WNBIOSTool in the BIOS / UEFI setup and their 

function depend on the respective BIOS / UEFI version and hardware (motherboard). 

Restrictions or unsupported functions can be taken from the respective release notes. 

Any changes to BIOS / UEFI made by the tool take effect after a system restart. 

To use the WNBIOSTool under Windows the DN EPOS driver version 2.0.0.4 is 

required. 

Different kernel modules are also required for the different Linux variants. Please take 

these from the table below. 

Kernel Kernel module 

< 3.10.0-862  

<= RHEL / CentOS 7.4) 
kmod-dn-epos-3.10.0-327.el7.x86_64.x86_64 

>= 3.10.0-862 

>= RHEL / CentOS 7.5 
kmod-dn-epos-3.10.0-862.3.2.el7.x86_64.x86_64 
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2.2 Supported Systems 
 

The following BEETLE systems are supported by the WNBIOS tool. For older systems, 

cload / cdump can be used, which is included in the BIOS upgrade packages. Newer 

systems like B/M-III with Coffee Lake (R1 and R2), as well as the BEETLE A family are 

supported by the AMI SCE. More information can be found in the AMI SCE manual. 

▪ BEETLE /M-II plus with I1 motherboard 
▪ BEETLE /Xplus with J1 motherboard 
▪ BEETLE /M-III with K1 and K2 motherboard 
▪ BEETLE /M-III with M1 and M2 motherboard 
▪ BEETLE /M-III with O1 motherboard 
▪ BEETLE /iPOS plus advanced with D611 motherboard 
▪ BEETLE /iPOS plus with D746 motherboard 
▪ BEETLE /iPOS plus advanced with M3 and M4 motherboard (D873) 
▪ BEETLE /iPOS plus XL with M3 motherboard (D873) 
▪ BEETLE /iPOS plus SL with P1 motherboard (DA920) 
▪ BEETLE /iPOS plus SL with Q1, Q2 and Q3 motherboard (DA19) 

 

2.3 Supported Operating Systems 
 

WNBIOSTool supports and is released for the following operating systems: 

▪ Windows POSReady 2009 (x86) 
▪ Windows XP (x86) 
▪ Windows POSReady 7 (x86/x64) 
▪ Windows 7 Professional (x86/x64) 
▪ Windows 8.1 Professional (x86/x64) 
▪ Windows Embedded 8.1 Industry Pro (x86/x64) 
▪ Windows 10 IoT Enterprise LTSB / LTSC (x64) 
▪ Windows 10 PE 
▪ WNLPOS 3 (x86) 
▪ WNLPOS 4 (x64) 

 

 

NOTE 

On the I1 motherboard only the 32bit Windows version of the tool is 

supported. 
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3. Installation 
 

The installer of the WNBIOSTool is available as 32-bit and 64-bit versions for Windows 

and Linux operating systems. The installer variants (32 or 64 bit) depend on the 

architecture of the operating system to be used. 

 

3.1 Windows Operating Systems 

 
To use the WNBIOSTool under Windows the DN EPOS driver version is required. 

The EPOS driver is the successor of the WNBIOS driver, since they use the same open 

name for applications, they cannot be installed on a system at the same time.  

If an older version of DN BIOS driver is installed, the installation of the driver will be 

prevented with an error message. Uninstall the older versions of the driver by using one of 

the uninstallation possibilities mentioned in the chapter Uninstallation. After a system 

restart, the current driver can be installed. 

The installation of the Windows DN EPOS Driver requires administrator permissions. 

The installation can be started from the command line by calling for example 

'DN_EPOS_Driver-2.0.0.4 setup.exe' or only executed the setup as administrator only. 

The files will be extracted to the destination directory C:\Retail\Software\epos. This 

default destination directory will be used in a silent installation, any other destination 

directory can be chosen in an interactive installation. 

Appending /silent will start the installation in unattended mode. Users will see all 

installation popup windows, but the installer will use all default button internally. Therefore, 

no user interaction is necessary. 

Appending /verysilent will start the installation in very silent mode. In this mode the users 

will not see any popup windows. The options /silent and /verysilent can also be used by 

uninstalling the package. For more information, please look in the Readme of the EPOS 

Driver installation package. 

In the second step install the WNBIOSTool. Run the setup as administrator as well. The 

installation can also be started from the command line by calling for example 

'DN_BIOS_Tool-3.1.11-setup.exe' or only executed the setup as administrator only. 

Follow the instructions of the installer. The files will be extracted to the destination 

directory C:\Retail\Software\BiosTool. This default destination directory will be used in a 

silent installation, any other destination directory can be chosen in an interactive 

installation. 

Appending /silent will start the installation in unattended mode. Users will see all 

installation popup windows, but the installer will use all default button internally. Therefore, 

no user interaction is necessary. 

Appending /verysilent will start the installation in very silent mode. In this mode the users 

will not see any popup windows. The options /silent and /verysilent can also be used by 

uninstalling the package. For more information, please look in the Readme of the 

WNBIOSTool installation package. 

For script-guided Installation, use the command line options /verysilent /suppressmsgboxes 

As soon as the installation is completed, a reboot of the system is mandatory. 
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3.2 Linux Operating Systems 
 

When using the WNBIOSTool under Linux, additional kernel modules must be loaded 

depending of the operating system architecture. For the choice of different kernel modules 

please see the chapter Systems Requirements. 

 

The current WNBIOSTool installer is based on the RPM Package Manager. The 

installation can normally be started from the desktop with a double click on the installation 

package or from the terminal console by using of the following command for example  

‘rpm –ihv wn-biostool-3.1-11.i686.rpm’. The installation must be run as root. 

The default directory is /opt/WN/biostool. 

As soon as the installation is completed, a reboot of the system is mandatory. 
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4. Uninstallation 
 

The product uninstaller of the WNBIOSTool will remove all components, previously 

installed by the product installer. 

 

4.1 Uninstallation under Windows 
 

The driver and the tool itself must be uninstalled separately. There are three possibilities 

offered to run the uninstallation of the product interactively. 

• Direct call of the uninstaller unins000.exe located under the directory 

C:\Retail\Software\BiosTool\Uninstall-DN_BIOS_Tool and 

C:\Retail\Software\epos\Uninstall-DN_EPOS_Driver 

• Use the Windows start menu. Both uninstallers are also located in the Windows Start 

Menu.  

• Use the Windows system tool with Control Panel > Add or Remove Programs 

 
Like for the installation, it is also possible to execute the uninstaller silently by applying the 

command line argument /silent or /verysilent. 

When the uninstallation completes, a restart of the system is necessary. 

 
 

4.2 Uninstallation under Linux 
 

The driver and the tool itself must be uninstalled separately. To uninstall WNBIOSTool 

and the kernel modules, the RPM Package Manager is used as in the installation. The 

following command on the terminal console deletes the WNBIOSTool or kernel module 

‘rpm -e <RPM_PackageName>’. 

The uninstall process starts immediately as soon as the command has been confirmed 

with “Enter”. No confirmation message appears. 

 

On WNLPOS 4 the system tool Software at Applications > System Tools can also be used 

to remove the packages.  

On WNLPOS 3 the system tool is called Add/Remove Software and can be found under 

System > Administration. 

Search for the packages containing wn-bios and dn-epos, uncheck the package and apply 

these changes to remove WNBIOSTool and the associated kernel module. 

When the uninstallation completes, a restart of the system is necessary. 
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5. Run WNBIOSTool 
 

Start command prompt / command line as administrator navigate to the folder or run 

the path directly 

Windows: C:\Retail\Software\biostool\wnbiostl.exe  

Linux: /opt/DN/biostool/wnbiostl.exe 

 It is not permitted to run more than one entity of the tool. If more than one entity has 

started, the tool exits with ExitCode 99 (APP_ERR_ONLY_ONE_INSTANCE). 
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6. Command Line Parameters 
 

The tool is called with wnbiostl. Commands control the tool. A parameter, parameter 
value, list or file can follow a command. Options must always precede a command. 

 

Syntax 

 
 
 
 
 

wnbiostl 

 
 
 
 
 

option 

 
 
 
 
 

command 

<list> 

<Num.list> 

<parametername> 

<filename> 

<xx> <varvalue> 

<address> <Data> 

<parameter> <parametervalue> 

 
If a command does not run correctly, an error message appear. 
ERROR: error message 
Error Code: xxx 
The list of error codes and the corresponding messages are listed in the Appendix and 
can also be listed with wnbiostl -e. 
 

 
Command:   wnbiostl -? 

This command shows a list of all possible commands and options. Additionally, a list of 

available commands and options can be found in the following chapters, as well as some 

examples. 

 

6.1 Option Overview 
 

Options can only be executed with output of a command. 
 

  Description Command 

Tool 

Version 
Show DN BIOS Tool version -v <parameter> 

Input / 

Output 

Some commands allow hexadecimal 

input/output 
-hx <parameter> 

Silent work No status messages while working -s <parameter> 
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6.2 Command Overview  
 

This list shows all possible commands with short or if available with full name. 

 

  Description Command 

Help Text 
Displays the help text and the 

commands 

--help  

-h  

/h  

-?  

/? 

Info 

List all available BIOS / UEFI 

parameter and their possible 

values 

-i 

--info 

Display error codes 
-e 

--exitvalues 

Tool 

version 
Show DN BIOS Tool version -v 

Parameter 

Display single BIOS / UEFI 

parameter 
<Parameter> 

Change single BIOS / UEFI 

parameter value 
<Parameter> <Parametervalue> 

Setup 

in/from  

ASCII-File 

Save current BIOS / UEFI 

settings into a control file 
-r <filename.txt> 

Transfer changed settings into 

the BIOS / UEFI 
-w < filename.txt > 

Clear 

BIOS 

password 

Clear BIOS / UEFI password 

(consider restrictions) 

-cp <filename > 

--clearpassword <filename> 

Setup 

in/from  

binary file 

Save current BIOS / UEFI 

settings in a binary file 

-st < filename> 

--copysetuptofile <filename> 

Restore BIOS / UEFI settings 

from binary file 

-sf <filename> 

--copysetupfromfile <filename> 

Restore Diebold Nixdorf factory 

settings 

-rd 

--restoredefaults 

Boot 

order / 

boot 

device 

classes 

Get boot order 
-gb 

--getbootorder 

Write or rather change boot 

order 

-sb <numlist > 

--setbootorder <numlist > 

Enable boot device 
-eb <numlist > 

--enablebootdevices < numlist > 

Disable boot device 
-db <numlist > 

--disablebootdevices <numlist> 

Lists the current boot order of 

boot devices class 

-gc  

--getbootclassorder  

Lists the possible boot device 

classes in a line 

-gcl 

--getbootclasseslist 
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 Description Command 

Boot 

order / 

boot 

device 

classes 

Enable / Disable boot device 

class or  

Change the boot order classes  

-sc <list> 

--setbootclassorder <list>  

Clean up boot order 
-clbo 

--cleanupbootorder 

User 

Variable 

Display all customer-specific 

variables 

-ul  

--uservarlist  

Read value of customer-specific 

variable  

[-hx] -uv <xx> 

--uservar <xx> 

Write customer-specific value 

<varvalue> into customer-

specific variable  

[-hx] -uv <xx> <VarValue> 

Clear customer-specific variable -uv <xx> ““ 

Write user variable with 

Intrusion Sensor Flag 
-uv <xx> <VarValue> i 

User 

Space 

Displays information about user 

space area of the ROM's 

-ui  

--userspaceinfo 

Loads and writes user space in 

the ROM 

-uw <filename> 

--userspaceload <filename> 

Stores user data from ROM to 

file 

-us <Datei> 

--userspacesave <filename> 

Clears the entire user data in 

ROM 

-ue  

--userspaceerase 

NVRAM 

Memory 

Displays information about 

NVRAM 

-vi 

--nvinfo 

Writes the data to the specified 

range of NVRAM 

-vw <address> <data> 

--nvwrite <address><data> 

Reads data from the specified 

NVRAM area  

-vr <address> <size> 

--nvread <address> <size> 
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6.3 Modify BIOS / UEFI parameter values 
 

The tool offers the possibility to change BIOS / UEFI parameters either via a control file or 

directly via the command prompt. If several parameters should be changed at the same 

time, it is advisable to use the control file. If the setting of a single parameter shall be 

changed quickly, the use of the command prompt will do. 

 

Command:  wnbiostl -i 

This command lists all available BIOS / UEFI parameters with their valid values. Every 

single parameter is listed in a separate line. A line begins with Parameter followed by the 

‘name of the BIOS / UEFI parameter‘ in inverted commas. Behind the colon, all possible 

‘values of the parameter‘ are listed. The comma separates all possible valid values each 

parameter. 

For Example: 

Parameter 'WAKE_ON_LAN': 'Disabled',  'Enabled' 

Parameter 'ONBOARD_COM5_6': 'Always Enabled',  'Auto Disable' 

Parameter 'RESTORE_AC_POWER_LOSS': 'Power Off',  'Power On',  'Last State' 

Parameter  'CONFIGURE_SATA_AS': 'IDE',  'AHCI' 

Entries which start with “#” or “##” may contain control parameters for the tool and are 

read only. 

 

Changing with the Control File 
The control file is being created with wnbiostl -r <filename.txt> and contains all essential 

system information, the current BIOS / UEFI settings and also the customized data areas. 

1. Reading the current settings into a control file 
Command:  wnbiostl -r <filename.txt> 
 

2. Modify values inside the control file 
Open the file with a text editor. Search for the parameter, which should be change. Change the 
parameter and safe the file afterwards. Do not remove any other lines inside the control file. 
For Example: 
 

WAKE_ON_PS2=Disabled    WAKE_ON_PS2=Enabled 

3. Reading in the modified control file 
To transfer the modified control file into the BIOS / UEFI, the file must be located in the same 
directory as the wnbiostl.exe file. 
Command:  wnbiostl -w <filename.txt>  
 

 

If parts of the control file are invalid, the tool terminates execution at the according line of 

the control file. All (valid) commands until this line were already executed – you may leave 

the system in an unexpected / unsupported / unwanted state. Do NOT reboot until you 

corrected the control file and set all parameters belonging to your correct/complete 

configuration. 
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Changing with Command Line 
Changing a single parameter requires that it is already known. If this is not the case, the 

list of parameters with the current values can be displayed on screen using wnbiostl -r 

without filename and file extension. 

If the parameter, which must be modified, is already known, it can be changed directly 

with 

wnbiostl <parameter> <parametervalue> 

For example: Changing Wake on time from enabled to disabled 

wnbiostl WAKE_ON_TIME disabled 

To check whether the parameter has been changed correctly, the current value can be 

read out using wnbiostl <parameter>. In case of the parametervalue includes spaces 

within, it must be surrounded by quotation marks (“”).  

 

Transfer BIOS / UEFI Setup from one System to another System 
The command wnbiostl -st <filename.bsf> save the BIOS / UEFI setup from the source 

system with the current parameter values as well as the password and user variables. 

Therefore, the desired values on the source system must be changed manually inside the 

setup menu. This binary file must be used as it is. Any manually changes of the file will 

cause conflicts. 

Using wnbiostl -sf <filename.bsf> transfer the BIOS / UEFI setup to a target system. 

Source and target systems must have the same BIOS / UEFI version and the same 

system configuration (e.g. motherboard, mass storage, RAM). The binary file must be 

located in the same directory as the tool itself. Wrong file extension will be rejected. 

On I1 and Jx motherboards, the boot order will not be taken over. From Kx motherboards 

on, boot devices within the boot device class, which are disabled under BBS Priorities 

manually, will not reactivated via a binary file, because the boot devices are not part of the 

BIOS / UEFI setup settings. The value of the boot device classes will be restored via a 

binary file. 

 

Note:  For the migration from a legacy operating system to a UEFI operating system like 

Windows 10 64bit, the required switches should be changed individually and not by file. 

 

Safe new BIOS / UEFI Default Setup from file 
The command wnbiostl -df <filename.bsf> will save the BIOS / UEFI settings as new 

default settings. For security reason, a legitimation file <.lgf> of the BIOS / UEFI setup is 

needed. This legitimation file must locate in the same directory as the created binary file 

<.bsf> and must have the same name.  

The legitimation file can be generated by Diebold Nixdorf only. Please contact 

Product Management POS. 
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6.4 Clear BIOS / UEFI Password 
 

To prevent manipulations, changes to the BIOS / UEFI setup are not possible if the BIOS / 

UEFI is protected by a Setup Administrator password. NVRAM, User Space and User 

Variables are excepted because these are non-setup information.  

Changes are therefore possible only, when no password has been set or the password 

has been deleted previously. 

With the help of the generated binary file (see chapter “Transfer BIOS / UEFI Setup from 

one System to another System”), which also contains the password, the BIOS / UEFI 

password is deleted with the command  

wnbiostl -cp <filename.bsf>. 

The tool reads out the encrypted BIOS / UEFI password from the binary file and checks whether 

the password is valid before clearing.  

 

 

6.5 Display and Change Boot order 
 

The command wnbiostl -gb displays the current boot order. 

 

Example: 

 

The boot order can be changed by using the unique boot device number which identifies 

each boot entry. The boot device number consists of three entries: “type”, “group” and 

“name”. 

Depending on the motherboard, the following devices as “type” are available. 

 Type Description 

CDROM CD- or DVD drive connected via IDE or SATA  

EMBEDDEDSHELL Boot from UEFI-Shell 

HARDDISK Internal hard disk connected via SATA 

PXELAN LAN-BootPROM (system boot via PXELAN) 

UEFI “UEFI-device” (e.g. UEFI subdirectory on hard disk) 

USB_CDROM USB connected CD or DVD drive 

USB_HARDDISK USB connected mass storage device (HDD; SSD, USB stick) 

USB_KEY USB connected USB stick 
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“Group” conforms to boot class. Boot classes, which have no allocated device, are not 

listed with wnbiostl -gb. A prefixed plus sign (+) signifies that minimum one boot device 

of this group is enabled. A prefixed minus sign (-) signifies that all boot devices in this 

group are disabled. Classes which are disabled are always at the end of the list. 

The “Name” reflects the actual name of the boot device. The prefixed plus sign (+) 

signifies that this boot device is enabled. The prefixed minus sign (-) signifies that this 

boot device is disabled. Disabled boot devices and boot devices classes are excluded 

from the boot order. 

 

The command wnbiostl -sb <numlist> changes the order of the boot order based on the 

current boot device number.  

Changing the boot order is subject to some rules: 

- The argument <numlist> must not contain any blanks. 
- After calling the command a new boot device number is assigned to the boot 

media. 
- When called again, the new boot device numbers must be used.  
- Devices of the same boot class (e.g. USB key 1 and USB key 2) cannot be mixed. 

The group membership of each boot media must remain unchanged; therefore, it 
is not possible to set up any boot order. 

- If the <numlist> contains fewer entries than displayed by wnbiostl- gb, only the 
displayed devices in the <numlist> receive a new boot device number. The boot 
device numbers of the remaining devices are not predictable in this case and are 
subject to the listed rules. 

- A disabled boot class cannot position in front of an enabled boot class. 
- The order of devices within a group is influenced by the device detection during 

BIOS / UEFI start. If a device is not plugged anymore, this device will be removed 
from the list. New connected devices will be placed at the end of each group. 

 

Example: 

Display the boot order with wnbiostl -gb 

Network  

HDD 

USB key 1 

USB key 2 

A call of wnbiostl -sb 3,4,2,1 will change the boot order to 

 

USB key 1 

USB key 2 

HDD 

Network 

Changing the boot order with wnbiostl -sb 3,2,4,1 will be rejected by the tool as the USB 

keys are interrupted by other boot class. 
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6.6 Cleanup Boot Order 
 

With different motherboards and their different BIOS / UEFI versions, when switching from 

Legacy Boot Mode to UEFI Boot Mode, it can happen that boot devices that are no longer 

connected are found with the tool and an error message with exit code 149 occurs. 

wnbiostl -clbo can be used to clean up and restore the boot order. 

 

 

6.7 Display and Change Boot Device Classes 
 

Starting with the K1 / K2 motherboard, the boot devices are divided into different boot 

classes, such as USBCDROM, USBKEY, USBJARDDISK, CDROM, HARDDISK and 

PXELAN. Each boot device belongs to a particular group, the boot device class. The boot 

device class order is defined by the BIOS / UEFI itself. 

 

Command wnbiostl -gc lists the current boot device class order of the system. 

wnbiostl -gcl lists the current boot device class order as a single-line list. 

wnbiostl -gc 

bootclass.1.type= USBCDROM 

bootclass.2.type= USBKEY 

bootclass.3.type= USBHARDDISK 

bootclass.4.type= USBFLOPPY 

bootclass.5.type= CDROM 

bootclass.6.type= HARDDISK 

bootclass.7.type= PXELAN 

wnbiostl -gcl 

Possible boot classes: USBCDROM, USBKEY, USBHARDDISK, USBFLOPPY, CDROM, HARDDISK, PXELAN 

The command wnbiostl -sc <list> changes the order of the boot device class order. 

Changing the boot class order is subject to some rules: 

- The assigned names of boot device classes depend on the motherboard 
- Some motherboards (beginning from Kx up to Qx) having two different list of boot device 

classes. Firstly, a list of “LEGACY Boot Device Classes” and secondly, a list of “UEFI Boot 
Device Classes”. It is only possible to edit one list at a time. With BIOS / UEFI setting 
“BOOT Mode Select”, the corresponding list will be selected.  

- The <list> of boot device classes must not contain blanks. 
- Every boot device class can allocate one position only. 
- Only the order of the boot device classes is taken over and not the boot device itself. 
- If an invalid value is entered, the device class at this position will be disabled automatically. 
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Each position in the boot class order can be filled individually by compiling the order with 

parameters from the available boot classes (HARDDISK, PXELAN, …). If a parameter is 

not to be set, select disabled for this position. If parameters are not set in the order, e.g. 

only three of seven, the default settings on the remaining positions are retained, unless a 

selection is present twice. In this case the duplicate entry is automatically set to disabled. 

Example: 

wnbiostl -gc 

bootclass.1.type= USBCDROM 

bootclass.2.type= USBKEY 

bootclass.3.type= USBHARDDISK 

bootclass.4.type= USBFLOPPY 

bootclass.5.type= CDROM 

bootclass.6.type= HARDDISK 

bootclass.7.type= PXELAN 

Wnbiostl -sc HARDDISK,PXELAN,USBFLOPPY,CDROM 

wnbiostl -gc 

bootclass.1.type= HARDDISK 

bootclass.2.type= PXELAN 

bootclass.3.type= USBFLOPPY 

bootclass.4.type= CDROM 

bootclass.5.type= DISABLED 

bootclass.6.type= DISABLED 

bootclass.7.type= DISABLED 

 

6.8 Enable or Disable Boot Devices 
 

The prefixed plus sign (+) signifies that a boot device is enabled. The prefixed minus sign 

(-) signifies that a boot device is disabled. 

The command wnbiostl -eb <numlist> enables the device and wnbiostl -db <numlist> 

disables the boot device. 

On I1 and J1.x motherboards there are no boot group available. When no active device is 

available of a “type”, the “boot group” will be deactivated automatically. 

Please pay attention: If all available boot devices will be disabled with  

wnbiostl -db <numlist>, the system does not boot anymore! 
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6.9 User Variables (Customized Variables) 
 

The User Variables is a free definable data area, in which information can be stored, read 

and deleted. The information is stored in the EFI-NVRAM, which is managed by the BIOS 

/ UEFI. This area is mainly used by the system itself. Therefore, the total size of all user 

variables depends on the used BIOS / UEFI. Otherwise the BIOS / UEFI is limited in its 

functionality. Data which are stored in this NVRAM, are deleted unrecoverable in case of 

a logical damage, e.g. due to writing during a power outage or incorrect BIOS version on 

the wrong system platform. 

A created control file by using wnbiostl -r <filename.txt> will also contains user variables. If 

the file contains user variables (regardless of the quantity) when running wnbiostl -w 

<filename.txt>, any pre-existing or already created user variables will be deleted before 

the new variables from the file will be read and written. If the file does not contain user 

variables, the pre-existing or already stored user variables remain untouched. 

Reading and writing user variables using -r / -w is only applicable, when the BIOS / UEFI 

is not password protected. At the maximum, 256 free definable user variables are 

available in the range of 00-FF. Each user variable can store information of a maximum of 

4096 Byte. 

Command wnbiostl -ul displays all customer specific user variables.  

Every line shows information of one user variable in the order of name of the variable, flag 

(0 or 1), length and data. The flag may be 0 or 1 only. 1 occurs only when the intrusion 

detection has been activated. 

The wnbiostl -uv <xx> command displays the data stored in the specific variable.  

To write data, the data must be specified after the variable  

wnbiostl -uv <xx> <varvalue>. 

Example:  

wnbiostl -uv A1 BEETLE writes in variable A1 the value BEETLE. 

Not displayable characters can be entered in hexadecimal with prefix -hx. The 

hexadecimal values must not include blanks. Each data byte exists of exact 2 characters 

(0 … 9, a …f, A …F). Due to legibility when readout a variable the characters are 

separated with a blank. To terminate all internal strings correctly, hexadecimal values 

always get a “00” suffix automatically.  

wnbiostl -hx -uv <xx>  

Example: 

wnbiostl -hx -uv A1 424545544C45 writes in variable A1 hex value 424545544C4500 

(which means “BEETLE”) 

To delete the content of the variable the same command is used with no value 

<varvalue>. This is specified with two consecutive inverted commas (empty string)  

wnbiostl -uv <xx> ““  
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Intrusion Sensor 
Some system platforms support the functionality of an intrusion sensor. This option must 

be enabled inside the BIOS / UEFI. If user variables are marked with the additional 

parameter "i" during creating or changing, their contents are deleted after the intrusion 

sensor was triggered and a reboot was executed.  

wnbiostl -uv <xx> <vavalue> i 

The flag “i” must be written with every change. 

 

 

6.10 User Space (Customized Storage Area) 

 

Some motherboards support the functionality of a separate User Space in the BIOS / 

UEFI. For further information refer to the corresponding motherboard user manual.  

The user space is a free space, which can be used as data storage for one file only. The 

data of the user space are stored in a separate reserved area of the ROM chip. This area 

will not be modified when changing BIOS 7 UEFI settings or updating the BIOS / UEFI. 

Thus, this area is not related to the BIOS / UEFI and will not be changed during a BIOS / 

UEFI update and cannot be protected by a BIOS / UEFI password. 

The command wnbiostl -ui reads out information of presence, size and use of the 

storage area. 

The command wnbiostl -us <file> writes the file / content of the user space into a file.  

The command wnbiostl -uw <file> writes the user space with the content from the file. 

The command wnbiostl -ue deletes the entire content of the user space. 

 

 

6.11 NVRAM 
 

Command wnbiostl -vi provides information whether a separately obtainable NVRAM 

module can be addressed on this platform. If an external NVRAM module is connected 

and addressable, -vi also shows the size of simultaneously transmittable data (block size) 

and the max. addressable memory size of the module. The physical presence of a module 

is unchecked. 

The command wnbiostl -vw <address> <data> writes the data starting from the 

specified address in the NVRAM. The <address> must be entered in decimal and <data> 

in ASCII characters. The hexadecimal of each ASCII character is stored in NVRAM. 
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Example: 

wnbiostl -vw 160 BEETLE 

This command writes the data “BEETLE” in hexadecimal from address 160 (hex 0xA0) of 

the NVRAM in the following order: 

0xA0 [160] -> 0x42 [B] 

0xA1 [161] -> 0x45 [E] 

0xA2 [162] -> 0x45 [E] 

0xA3 [163] -> 0x54 [T] 

0xA4 [164] -> 0x4C [L] 

0xA5 [165] -> 0x45 [E] 

 

The command wnbiostl -vr <address> <size> reads and lists the data that is passed 

along within specified address and size. The <address> and <size> must be given in 

decimal.  

Not displayable characters can be entered in hexadecimal with prefix -hx. The 

hexadecimal values must not include blanks. Each data byte exists of exact 2 characters 

(0 … 9, a …f, A …F). Due to legibility when readout a variable the characters are 

separated with a blank.  

wnbiostl -hx -vw <address> <data>  

wnbiostl -hx -vr <address> <size>  

 

 

6.12 Reset to Factory Settings 
 

To reset a BIOS / UEFI to the default setting the command wnbiostl -rd is used. This 

command is equivalent to F3 in the BIOS / UEFI setup. Afterwards a restart is mandatory. 
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7. Appendix: Error Codes 
Error 

Code 

Number 

Error Description 

0 (0x00) EFI_SUCCESS Execution successful 

1 (0x01) EFI_LOAD_ERROR Load error  

2 (0x02) EFI_INVALID_PARAMETER Invalid parameter / Invalid command line 

parameter 

3 (0x03) EFI_UNSUPPORTED Not supported / NVRAM/ USERSTORAGE not 

supported by BIOS / UEFI (Error will be generated 

ONLY while calling a corresponding function) 

4 (0x04) EFI_BAD_BUFFER_SIZE Bad buffer size 

5 (0x05) EFI_BUFFER_TOO_SMALL Buffer too small / Data block incomplete while 

transferring data from/to OS 

6 (0x06) EFI_NOT_READY Not ready 

7 (0x07) EFI_DEVICE_ERROR Device error 

8 (0x08) EFI_WRITE_PROTECTED Write protected / It was tried to change the state 

of a read only SETUP switch 

9 (0x09) EFI_OUT_OF_RESOURCES No more resources available / An internal function 

could not be assigned during initialization 

10 (0x0a) EFI_VOLUME_CORRUPTED Internal memory corrupted / May happen while 

using new SETUP interface 

11 (0x0b) EFI_VOLUME_FULL Internal memory full  

12 (0x0c) EFI_NO_MEDIA No media 

13 (0x0d) EFI_MEDIA_CHANGED Media changed 

14 (0x0e) EFI_NOT_FOUND Information not found / This error is a collection 

for many errors where data is not found, and 

further information is not available 

15 (0x0f) EFI_ACCESS_DENIED Access denied  

16 (0x10) EFI_NO_RESPONSE No response  

17 (0x11) EFI_NO_MAPPING No mapping  

18 (0x12) EFI_TIMEOUT Timeout 

19 (0x13) EFI_NOT_STARTED Not started  

20 (0x14) EFI_ALREADY_STARTED Already started  

21 (0x15) EFI_ABORTED Aborted  

22 (0x16) EFI_ICMP_ERROR Communication error 
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Error 

Code 

Number 

Error Description 

23 (0x17) EFI_TFTP_ERROR Communication error 

24 (0x18) EFI_PROTOCOL_ERROR Protocol error 

25 (0x19) EFI_INCOMPATIBLE_VERSI

ON 

Incompatible version / Will also be delivered if 

data file and system do not match 

26 (0x1a) EFI_SECURITY_VIOLATION Security violation 

27 (0x1b) EFI_CRC_ERROR Checksum error  

28 (0x1c) EFI_END_OF_MEDIA End of media  

31 (0x1f) EFI_END_OF_FILE End of data 

32 (0x20) EFI_INVALID_LANGUAGE Language not supported 

33 (0x21) EFI_COMPROMISED_DATA Data compromised 

34 (0x22) EFI_IP_ADDRESS_CONFLIC

T 

IP address conflict 

35 (0x23) EFI_HTTP_ERROR HTTP error  

63 (0x3f) EFI_UNKNOWN Unknown error 

64 (0x40) APP_ERR_NOT_A_DN_BIOS The program was started on a computer that is 

not designed by Diebold Nixdorf 

65 (0x41) APP_ERR_NO_INTERFACE The interface to the operating system does not 

exist or could not be started or the Bios does not 

support it 

66 (0x42) APP_ERR_INTERFACE_ERR

OR 

This BIOS / UEFI is unknown 

67 (0x43) APP_ERR_APP_UNSUPPOR

TED 

This BIOS / UEFI does not support this program 

68 (0x44) APP_ERR_NOFUNCTIONSD

EFINED 

This BIOS / UEFI does not support any of the 

possible SETUP functions on the interface 

69 (0x45) APP_ERR_OUTDATED Please use a newer version of this program 

70 (0x46) APP_ERR_CMDLINE_ERR Command line error 

71 (0x47) APP_ERR_MAPPING_ERRO

R 

Memory could not be obtained 

72 (0x48) APP_ERR_INTERFACENOTI

NIT 

The BIOS / UEFI interface has not been initialized 

until now. Report this error to Diebold Nixdorf 

73 (0x49) APP_ERR_NULLPOINTER_P

ASSED 

Null pointer not allowed 

74 (0x4a) APP_ERR_EMPTY_STRING_

PASSED 

Empty string not allowed 
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Error 

Code 

Number 

Error Description 

75 (0x4b) APP_ERR_PASSWORDSIZE Invalid password size 

76 (0x4c) APP_ERR_PASSWORDWRO

NG 

Invalid password 

77 (0x4d) APP_ERR_SETUPVARSIZEU

NMATCH 

The Setup size is not as expected 

78 (0x4e) APP_ERR_INVALID_SWITCH

_PARAM 

Invalid parameter for this switch passed 

79 (0x4f) APP_ERR_OUT_OF_MEMOR

Y 

Program memory full (should happen only under 

DOS) 

80 (0x50) APP_ERR_FILE_NOT_FOUN

D 

File not found 

81 (0x51) APP_ERR_INVALIDBIOSFILE Invalid BIOS / UEFI ROM-file  

82 (0x52) APP_ERR_MISSING_INFOR

MATION 

The task was terminated due to missing 

information. Report this error to Diebold Nixdorf 

83 (0x53) APP_ERR_PASSWORDPRO

TECTED 

Currently this BIOS / UEFI is protected by a 

password. Hence changes are not possible 

84 (0x54) APP_ERR_INVALIDDATAFIL

E 

Invalid BIOS / UEFI data-file 

85 (0x55) APP_ERR_FILEREADERROR Cannot read from file  

86 (0x56) APP_ERR_FILEWRITEERRO

R 

Cannot write to file  

87 (0x57) APP_ERR_FILEDATAERROR Error in data-file 

88 (0x58) APP_ERR_FILEOPENERROR Cannot open file  

89 (0x59) APP_ERR_FILECHECKSUME

RROR 

Checksum error in file  

90 (0x5a) APP_ERR_FILEVERSIONER

ROR 

File version wrong  

91 (0x5b) APP_ERR_FILEGUIDERROR GUID of the file wrong  

92 (0x5c) APP_ERR_FILENOTFROMSA

MEBIOS 

File was not created on an identical system 

93 (0x5d) APP_ERR_INVALID_BOOTO

RDER 

Invalid Boot order  

94 (0c5e) APP_ERR_NOT_YET_IMPLE

MENTED 

Function (currently) not implemented 

95 (0x5f) APP_ERR_NO_ADMIN Application does not have administrative rights 

96 (0x60) APP_ERR_NO_DATA User data space empty 
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Error 

Code 

Number 

Error Description 

97 (0x61) APP_ERR_INVALID_DATA User data space invalid  

98 (0x62) APP_ERR_FILE_TOO_BIG File too big to fit in user data space 

99 (0x63) APP_ERR_ONLY_ONE_INST

ANCE 

Only one instance of this or a similar tool can run 

at the same time 

100 (0x64) APP_ERR_UNKNOWN_DEFA

ULTSTORE 

Tool is unable to detect the location where default 

data for Setup switches is stored 

101 (0x65) APP_ERR_NO_DEFAULTDA

TA 

Tool cannot access Setup default data 

102 (0x66) APP_ERR_NOTPASSWORD

PROTECTED 

The BIOS / UEFI is not protected by a password 

103 (0x67) APP_ERR_UNKNOWN_BRD_

INFO 

Unknown structure 

104 (0x68) APP_ERR_NO_BOOTORDER

_CLASS_INFO 

An entry cannot be activated (+) because the 

BootClassOrder could not be read 

105 (0x69) APP_ERR_BOOTORDER_CL

ASS_DISABLED 

Class is not registered in the BootClassOrder 

106 (0x6a) APP_ERR_HELP_CALLED Script output of -h and ? 

128 (0x80) APP_ERR_BOARD_NOT_IDE

NTIFIED 

Tool does not know the motherboard 

129 (0x81) APP_ERR_BOARD_NOT_SU

PPORTED 

Motherboard will not be supported by the tool 

141 (0x8d) APP_ERR_COMMUNICATIO

N_FAILED 

An error has occurred in the communication with 

the BIOS / UEFI 

142 (0x8e) APP_ERR_UNSUPPORTED_

OS_TYPE 

Unsupported operating system version on this 

board 

143 (0x8f) APP_ERR_OS_FUNCTION_N

OT_AVAILABLE 

A function needed by the operating system is not 

implemented 

144 (0x90) APP_ERR_DRIVER_CMD_FA

ILED 

Call of the driver (DeviceIOControl) was reported 

as unsuccessful by Windows 

145 (0x91) APP_ERR_DRIVER_OUT_OF

_DATE 

EPOS driver found, but older than the minimum 

required released version 1.3.0.6 

146 (0x92) APP_ERR_DRIVER_MAPPIN

G_FAILED 

No access to the system memory 

147 (0x93) APP_ERR_DRIVER_NO_TRA

NSFERBUFFER 

Driver delivered no data buffer for communication 

with UEFI 

148 (0x94) APP_ERR_SYSTEM_TBL_DA

TA_ERROR 

Error reading system table data 
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Error 

Code 

Number 

Error Description 

149 (0x95) APP_ERR_INVALID_BOOTO

RDERDATA 

Boot device information contains invalid data 

150 (0x96) APP_ERR_ENDLESS_LOOP_

DETECTED 

Endless loop detected 

151 (0x97) APP_STS_EMPTY_BOOTOR

DER_REBOOT_REQUIRED 

Empty Boot order after changing from legacy to 

UEFI boot mode without reboot 

152 (0x98) APP_ERR_TOO_MANY_BOO

TORDER_ENTRIES 

Too many boot entries 

153 (0x99) APP_ERR_WSMT_VERSION

_ERROR 

Different WSMT version -> Please report this error 

to Diebold Nixdorf 

154 (0x9a) APP_ERR_BIOS_WOULD_N

OT_BOOT 

BIOS / UEFI wouldn’t boot due to active secure 

boot and e.g. changing from legacy to UEFI boot 

mode  

192 (0xc0) APP_ERR_INTERNAL_1 Internal error -> Please report this error to Diebold 

Nixdorf 

193 (0xc1) APP_ERR_INTERNAL_2 Internal error -> Please report this error to Diebold 

Nixdorf 

  


